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Background

Evaluation of Shared Lane Markings was performed by William Hunter, Libby Thomas, 
Raghavan Srinivasan, and Carol Martell of the Highway Safety Research Center of the 
University of North Carolina for the Federal Highway Administration. The full report is 
found at:

http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/publications/research/safety/pedbike/10041/10041.pdf

The technical summary is available at:
http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/publications/research/safety/pedbike/10044/10044.pdf

My critique of Evaluation of Shared Lane Markings examines only the results found in 
Chapel Hill, NC. In the summer of 2008, Shared Lane Markings (SLMs) were placed on 
Martin Luther King Junior Boulevard. I have bicycled on this road about 11,000 times 
over 18 years.  

This is the Google Streetview link and screen capture of the road BEFORE SLMs.

http://maps.google.com/maps?client=safari&q=chapel+Hill
+Nc&oe=UTF-8&ie=UTF8&hq=&hnear=Chapel+Hill,+Orange,+North
+Carolina&gl=us&ll=35.924436,-79.054356&spn=0.038784,0.079823&z=14&layer=c&c
bll=35.924335,-79.054397&panoid=uTHJ2OfFiOUoRj1bIwCqPQ&cbp=12,204.62,,0,0

For my critique of the Shared Lane Marking as specified in the MUTCD, see:
http://bicyclingmatters.wordpress.com/infrastructure/the-shared-lane-marking/ 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Critique Summary

The investigators pervert the uses for the Shared Lane Marking (SLM). As distorted by 
the investigators, the SLMs are a traffic control device analogous to bike lanes. 
This indicates Experimenter’s Bias, which informs the report. From Wikipedia: 

“The tendency for experimenters to believe, certify, and publish data that agree with their 
expectations for the outcome of an experiment, and to disbelieve, discard, or downgrade 
the corresponding weightings for data that appear to conflict with those expectations.”

The lanes on MLK Boulevard are labeled in a drawing by the investigators as 15 feet 
wide. This is either ineptitude or manipulation. The lanes are actually 13 feet wide and 
by definition too narrow for bicycles and motor vehicles to share side-by-side. 
 
The minimum placement of the SLM from the curb face is 48 inches (4 feet), but the 
investigators placed them at 43.5 inches on MLK Boulevard.

Bias is abundant in the Literature Review. The investigators uncritically describe or refer 
to References 3, 4, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11, and 12, which have been shown to be flawed. The 
Literature Review does not describe AASHTO or NCDOT Guidelines for lane width 
specifications. It is also unfathomable that the Literature Review did not include a 
discussion of the MUTCD specifications for the SLM, or of the R4-11 sign, since the sign 
and the SLM are linked in the MUTCD. These omissions indicate bias.

There are errors in the report. There is a discrepancy in the data between Tables 16 and 
17; there is no category for motorists that passed bicyclists within the lane. There is an 
error in the Summary in the amount of motorist lane changing when overtaking. 

Almost all of the results of installing the SLMs shown in Tables 16 to 31 are not 
improvements for bicyclists; they are worsenings for bicyclists. But the investigators try 
to frame the results as benefiting bicyclists in their Summary on page 57. Results in 
Tables show that AFTER placement of SLMs, a smaller percentage of motorists 
Changed Lanes or did a Partial Lane Change to pass, and a greater percentage Passed 
Within Lane. A lower percentage of motorists did a slight change of direction, braked, or 
slowed when passing bicyclists AFTER placement of SLMs. Bicyclists operated closer 
to the curb and motorists passed bicyclists closer AFTER installation of SLMs. These 
changes reflect worse conditions for bicyclists.

The only potentially improved condition for bicyclists AFTER placement of SLMs was 
found to be reduced sidewalk riding, which has a greater risk of collision than riding in 
the street. But that is not an improvement for bicyclists who already operated in the 
street. AFTER installation of SLMs there allegedly was a small increase in the 
percentage of motorists who did Safe Overtaking. But Safe Overtaking was defined 
subjectively as “(no sudden slowing or abrupt changes in trajectory).” This seems like an 
apparent improved condition for following and adjacent motorists though it deceptively 
implies safety for bicyclists. Also, that finding cannot be shown to be valid and reliable.
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Critique of: Evaluation of Shared Lane Markings

Criticism 1
The investigators pervert the uses for the Shared Lane Marking (SLM). As distorted by 
the investigators, the SLMs are a traffic control device analogous to bike lanes. 
This indicates Experimenter’s Bias, which informs the report. From Wikipedia: 

“The tendency for experimenters to believe, certify, and publish data that agree with their 
expectations for the outcome of an experiment, and to disbelieve, discard, or downgrade 
the corresponding weightings for data that appear to conflict with those expectations.” 

Discussion
Although the 2009 Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD) is the first 
Reference in Evaluation of Shared Lane Markings, the investigators did not show and 
discuss the official MUTCD uses for the SLM anywhere in the report. 
http://mutcd.fhwa.dot.gov/htm/2009/part9/part9c.htm

“Option: 01 The Shared Lane Marking shown in Figure 9C-9 may be used to: 
A. Assist bicyclists with lateral positioning in a shared lane with on-street parallel parking in 

order to reduce the chance of a bicyclist's impacting the open door of a parked vehicle, 
B. Assist bicyclists with lateral positioning in lanes that are too narrow for a motor vehicle 

and a bicycle to travel side by side within the same traffic lane, 
C. Alert road users of the lateral location bicyclists are likely to occupy within the traveled 

way, 
D. Encourage safe passing of bicyclists by motorists, and 
E. Reduce the incidence of wrong-way bicycling.” 

Instead, the investigators inexplicably made up their own interpretation of SLM use to 
be analogous to a bike lane, a place where bicyclists must operate. In the Background 
on page 1 the investigators’ first two sentences set the tone for the report: 

“Shared lane markings (also referred to as sharrows) help convey to motorists and 
bicyclists that they must share the roads on which they are operating. The purpose 
of the markings is to create improved conditions for bicyclists by clarifying where 
they are expected to ride and to remind motorists to expect bicyclists on the road.” 

On page 35 in discussing the far right placement of the SLMs the investigators wrote:

“The sharrow placement served to identify a lane position for bicyclists that 
would place them outside of the drainage grate/gutter pan area and highlight that 
the lane was meant to be shared with motor vehicles.” 

The investigators used words of obligation: “...must share..,” “...expected to ride..,” and 
“...lane was meant to be shared...” The MUTCD uses “Assist,” “Alert,” Encourage,” “Reduce.”
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In the investigators’ view, “sharing” means side-by-side operation within the lane, and 
that is reinforced by the SLMs. Motorists are assumed to control the lane, and may 
relinquish a portion of it’s right edge. Bicyclists are expected to operate over the SLMs 
which are placed far right to enable motorists to use the lane space to bicyclists’ left. 
The investigators reasoned that motorists tracking further left (after SLM placement) in 
the absence of bicyclists created space for bicyclists to use when they are present.

The investigators do not recognize a sharing paradigm in which motorists and bicycle 
drivers “share” the lane one-after-another, the same way motorists “share” with each 
other: nose to tail.

Like MUTCD use A which answers why bicycle drivers should be assisted with lateral 
position with on-street parking (... in order to reduce the chance of a bicyclist's (sic) impacting 
the open door...), MUTCD use B ought to say:

“B. Assist bicyclists with lateral positioning in lanes that are too narrow for a 
motor vehicle and a bicycle to travel side by side within the same traffic lane in 
order to compel a lane change in motorists.” 

If a lane is too narrow for side-by-side use, SLMs don’t make it wider. SLMs should be 
placed at lane center. Such a tracking position results in bicycle drivers assisting 
motorists by making it obvious that they must change lanes to pass. Bicyclists “share” 
their lane by allowing motorists to use it behind and in front of them.

Critique Figure 1. One-after-another “sharing” on MLK Boulevard, Chapel Hill, NC.
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Criticism 2
The lanes on MLK Boulevard are labeled in a drawing by the investigators as 15 feet 
wide. This is either ineptitude or manipulation. The lanes are actually 13 feet wide and 
by definition too narrow for bicycles and motor vehicles to share side-by-side.

Discussion
Figure 12 from page 34 of the report labels the lanes on MLK Boulevard as 15 feet 
wide, but they are really just 13 feet. The light grey colored 2-foot gutter pans with drain 
grates were improperly included in lane width. 

Gutter pans are not usable space even if paved over, and should not have been 
considered part of lane width. The gutter pan is for water management, and serves as a 
buffer from a pedal or tire strike on the curb face. There is ample evidence describing 
proper lane width measurement that the investigators should have known.

The 1999 AASHTO Guide for the Development of Bicycle Facilities states: 
http://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/ped_bike/docs/b_aashtobik.pdf (page 17)

“In general, 4.2 m (14 feet) of usable lane width is the recommended width for 
shared use in a wide curb lane. Usable width normally would be from edge stripe 
to lane stripe or from the longitudinal joint of the gutter pan to lane stripe (the 
gutter pan should not be included as usable width).” 
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The North Carolina Bicycle Facilities Planning and Design Guidelines says on page 26: 

“If drainage grates are located in the gutter or near the right edge of the roadway, they 
should not be included in the calculations of usable width.” 

“If a raised obstruction, such as a curb and gutter, is present, an extra 0.6 m (2 ft) “shy 
distance” should be added to the raised face of the curb.”

The NC Guidelines also show Figure 4-10 (2) on page 26 depicting the explicit 
dimensions of a road identical to MLK Boulevard. 
http://www.ncdot.org/bikeped/projectdevelopment/design_guidelines/

Critique Figure 2. Thirteen foot outside lanes with 2 foot gutter pans.

Critique Figure 3. MLK Boulevard, Chapel Hill, NC correct dimensions. 

The NC-based investigators drew their Figure 12 diagram labeled with 15-foot outside 
lanes to include 2-foot non-usable gutter pans rather than correctly labeling 13 feet 
lanes. This was either incompetence or purposeful deception.   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Criticism 3
The minimum placement of the SLM from the curb face is 48 inches (4 feet), but the 
investigators placed them at 43.5 inches on MLK Boulevard. 

Discussion
MUTCD Guidance 05, says: 

“If used on a street without on-street parking that has an outside travel lane that is less 
than 14 feet wide, the centers of the Shared Lane Markings should be at least 4 feet 
from the face of the curb, or from the edge of the pavement where there is no curb.” 

There are no MUTCD guidelines for using SLMs in lanes 14 feet or wider.

On MLK Boulevard they 
were centered 43.5 inches 
from the curb face (about 
20 inches from the gutter 
pan seam). The right edge 
of the SLM is at the gutter 
pan seam.

In the Background on page 1 of their report the investigators wrote:

“Further, on streets with no parking and an outside lane less than 14-ft wide, the centers 
of the sharrows should be placed at least 4 ft from the curb or the edge of pavement.” 

The investigators understood the placement minimum guidelines but did not follow 
them, perhaps because they ineptly or maliciously deemed the lanes were 15 feet wide 
rather than actually 13 feet and thus not subject to minimum, or any, guidelines. So they 
chose a placement closer to the curb face, 43.5 inches. They apparently reasoned that 
by inducing bicyclists to operate closer to the curb, additional lane space would be 
available to their left for motorists.
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On page 35 of their report the investigators wrote:

“If bicyclists tracked over the middle of the sharrow, their placement would be 
19–20 inches away from the drain grates….However, tracking further from the 
curb could potentially place bicyclists closer to overtaking motorists if the 
motorists do not allow sufficient lateral spacing when passing.” 

But the far right lateral placement of 
the SLMs on MLK Boulevard 
encourage and dupe road users into 
sharing the too narrow lane side-by-
side, resulting in closer passes, a 
result found by the investigators. 

Critique Figure 4.  A bicycle driver 
centered over an SLM 20 inches 
from lane edge/gutter pan seam on 
MLK Blvd. and passed by an 8.5 foot 
wide transit bus sharing the lane will 
result in dangerously close passing. 

On MLK Boulevard there are numerous wide buses, dump trucks, panel vans, 
landscape trailers, and other vehicles that may be 10 feet wide including mirrors, some 
at head height.

Rather than highlighting “... that the lane was meant to be shared with motor vehicles,” SLM 
placement should communicate that bicyclists should use more of the lane, and that 
motorists should change lanes (that’s a purpose of the left lane) to pass and not 
encroach into the bicyclists’ lane. To encourage these behaviors, the SLM should be 
centered in the usable lane.

On page 41 the investigators wrote:

“In the before period, 2 percent of the bicyclists were considered to have taken the lane 
(i.e., rode near the center of the lane in such a position where motor vehicles would most 
likely have to change lanes in order to pass), and in the after period, 1 percent of the 
bicyclists were considered to have taken the lane. The differences were not significant.” 

While this difference was not statistically significant, the fact that fewer bicyclists 
controlled the full lane AFTER installation of SLMs is noteworthy. Further, the 
investigators seem to not understand that changing lanes affords bicyclists maximum 
passing clearance.  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Criticism 4
Bias is abundant in the Literature Review. The investigators uncritically describe or refer 
to References 3, 4, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11, and 12, which have been shown to be flawed. The 
Literature Review does not describe AASHTO or NCDOT Guidelines for lane width 
specifications. It is also unfathomable that the Literature Review did not include a 
discussion of the MUTCD specifications for the SLMs or of the R4-11 sign, since the 
sign and the SLM are linked in the MUTCD. The NCDOT Driver’s Handbook statement 
on bicyclists’ right to a full lane is not referenced. The investigators did not attempt to 
determine the optimal placement of the SLM. These omissions indicate bias.

Discussion
The investigators use nearly a full Page 7 to describe the San Francisco study that led 
to the inclusion of the SLM into the MUTCD, and accept that study’s findings without 
question. Lead author William Hunter of Evaluation of Shared Lane Markings was an 
Advisor to the San Francisco study. That Reference #3, among others, is fatally flawed. 

Reference number with a link to my critique of the reference is shown below.

3. http://bicyclingmatters.wordpress.com/critiques/san-franciscos-shared-marking/

4. http://bicyclingmatters.wordpress.com/critiques/shared-use-arrow/

6, 8. http://bicyclingmatters.wordpress.com/critiques/critique-of-bike-lanes-vs-wide-curb-
lanes-report/

9. http://bicyclingmatters.wordpress.com/critiques/critique-of-the-shared-use-report/

10. http://bicyclingmatters.wordpress.com/critiques/wcls-for-sharing/

11. http://bicyclingmatters.wordpress.com/critiques/critique-of-conversions-report/

12. http://bicyclingmatters.wordpress.com/critiques/dzbls-in-cambridge-ma/

As previously described in Criticism 2, there was no discussion of the 1999 AASHTO 
Guide for the Development of Bicycle Facilities and the North Carolina Bicycle Facilities 
Planning and Design Guidelines minimum width of 14 feet for side-by-side lane sharing, 
or that gutter pans are not part of lane width. It is unconscionable these were omitted 
from the Literature Review. 

The research did little to further the knowledge from the 1999 Evaluation of the Shared-
Use Arrow. http://bicyclingmatters.wordpress.com/critiques/shared-use-arrow/ 
In the present so-called “experiment,” the SLMs were placed a nearly identical distance 
from the curb in a lane of the same width and similar traffic conditions as the 1999 
study.
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As earlier discussed in Criticism 1, the investigators do not describe the MUTCD uses 
and specifications for the SLM. They also conspicuously failed to mention the R4-11 
sign, which is linked to the Shared Lane Marking in the MUTCD.

“Section 9B.06 Bicycles May Use Full Lane Sign (R4-11) 
Option: 
01 The Bicycles May Use Full Lane (R4-11) sign 
(see Figure 9B-2) may be used on roadways 
where no bicycle lanes or adjacent shoulders 
usable by bicyclists are present and where travel 
lanes are too narrow for bicyclists and motor 
vehicles to operate side by side. 

02 The Bicycles May Use Full Lane sign may be 
used in locations where it is important to inform 
road users that bicyclists might occupy the travel 
lane. 

03 Section 9C.07 describes a Shared Lane 
Marking that may be used in addition to or 
instead of the Bicycles May Use Full Lane sign to 
inform road users that bicyclists might occupy the 
travel lane.” 

Similarly, in the MUTCD description of the SLM it says;

“Option: 
07 Section 9B.06 describes a Bicycles May Use Full Lane sign that may be used 
in addition to or instead of the Shared Lane Marking to inform road users that 
bicyclists might occupy the travel lane.” 

The investigators do not note that since 2004 in the NCDOT Driver’s Handbook it has 
said:  

“Bicyclists usually ride on the right side of the lane, but are entitled to the use of a 
full lane...When passing a bicyclist, always remember the bicyclist is entitled to the 
use of the full lane.” 

http://www.ncdot.org/dmv/driver_services/drivershandbook/download/NCDL_English.pdf
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Criticism 5
There are errors in the report. There is a discrepancy in the data between Tables 16 and 
17; there is no category for motorists that passed bicyclists within the lane. There is an 
error in the Summary in the amount of motorist lane changing when overtaking. 

Discussion

On page 37 of their report the investigators wrote (red is my emphasis): 

“Table 16 shows the proximity of motor vehicles to bicycles by period. In the 
before period, 8 percent of motor vehicles followed bicycles (i.e., did not pass), 
and 92 percent passed. In the after period, 9 percent of motor vehicles followed 
bicycles, and 91 percent passed.” 

“Table 17 shows whether motor vehicles changed lanes when overtaking bicycles. 
In the before period, 18 percent of motor vehicles completely changed lanes, 58 
percent moved partway into the next lane, and 24 percent stayed in the lane 
behind the bicycle (“No movement”).” 
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Table 15. Gender of bicyclists, Chapel Hill, NC. 

Gender 
Before 
Period 

After 
Period Total 

Male 
435 

(83.8)1 
372 

(88.6) 
807 

(85.9) 

Female 
84 

(16.2) 
48 

(11.4) 
132 

(14.1) 

Total 
519 

(55.3)2 
420 

(44.7) 
939 

(100.0) 
1 Column percent. 
2 Row percent. 
Note: Frequencies are shown with percentages in parentheses. 

The percentage of female bicyclists decreased from 15 to 6 percent in the downhill direction, and 
the percentage of male bicyclists increased from 85 to 94 percent in the downhill direction from 
the before period to the after period (p = 0.0085).  

Motor Vehicle Data 

Table 16 shows the proximity of motor vehicles to bicycles by period. In the before period, 8 percent 
of motor vehicles followed bicycles (i.e., did not pass), and 92 percent passed. In the after period, 
9 percent of motor vehicles followed bicycles, and 91 percent passed. The differences were not 
statistically significant (p < 0.7092). About 98 percent of the bicycles traveling uphill were passed. 

Table 16. Motor vehicle proximity to bicycles, Chapel Hill, NC. 
Motor Vehicle 

Proximity 
Before 
Period 

After 
Period Total 

Following 
41 

(7.9)1 
36 

(8.6) 
77 

(8.2) 

Passing 
478 

(92.1) 
384 

(91.4) 
862 

(91.8) 

Total 
519 

(55.3)2 
420 

(55.2) 
939 

(100.0) 
1 Column percent. 
2 Row percent. 
Note: Frequencies are shown with percentages in parentheses. 

Table 17 shows whether motor vehicles changed lanes when overtaking bicycles. In the before 
period, 18 percent of motor vehicles completely changed lanes, 58 percent moved partway into 
the next lane, and 24 percent stayed in the lane behind the bicycle (“No movement”). In the after 
period, 17 percent of motor vehicles completely changed lanes, 52 percent moved partway into 
the next lane, and 32 percent stayed in the lane behind the bicycle. The differences were 
statistically significant (p = 0.0409).  
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Table 17. Motor vehicles that changed lanes, Chapel Hill, NC. 

Method 
Before 
Period 

After 
Period Total 

Changed lanes 
93 

(17.9)1 
70 

(16.7) 
163 

(17.4) 

Moved partway 
300 

(57.8) 
217 

(51.7) 
517 

(55.1) 

No movement 
126 

(24.3) 
133 

(31.7) 
259 

(27.6) 

Total 
519 

(55.3)2 
420 

(44.7) 
939 

(100.0) 
1 Column percent. 
2 Row percent. 
Note: Frequencies are shown with percentages in parentheses. 

For the downhill direction from the before to the after period, there were significant differences 
(p = 0.0451) as follows: 

• The percentage of motor vehicles changing lanes increased from 17 to 21 percent. 

• The percentage of motor vehicles staying in the lane behind the bicyclist increased from 
26 to 34 percent. 

• The percentage of motor vehicles moving partway into the next lane decreased from 
57 to 45 percent. 

The following uphill direction differences from the before period to the after period were not 
significant: 

• The percentage of motor vehicles changing lanes decreased from 19 to 14 percent. 

• The percentage of motor vehicles staying in the lane behind the bicyclist increased from 
23 to 30 percent. 

• The percentage of motor vehicles moving partway into the next lane decreased slightly 
from 58 to 56 percent. 

Figure 13 shows a motor vehicle passing a bicycle when there is traffic in the adjacent lane after 
the sharrow was introduced.  



Table 16 and Table 17 have the same Total numbers of observations.

Table 16 shows that 41 motorists BEFORE, and 36 AFTER “...followed bicycles (i.e., did 
not pass),...” Table 17 shows that 126 motorists BEFORE, and 133 AFTER “...stayed in 
the lane behind the bicycle (“No movement”).” The investigators’ text means the same 
thing, but the number of motorists are vastly different. The discrepancy in the data 
between Tables 16 and 17 is a significant mistake or purposeful deceit. 

There are 3 ways motorists can pass bicycle drivers. They can fully change lanes, 
partially change lanes, or pass within the lane. Figure 13 below from the report shows a 
small car closely passing within the lane, confirming that it does happen. 

The investigators conspicuously failed to have a row category in Table 17 for motorists 
that passed within the lane, and only casually mentioned it just twice in text. On page 57 
the investigators opine, “These results may indicate a smoother operating traffic stream, 
particularly from a motor vehicle perspective, with more motorists feeling comfortable passing 
bicyclists within the outside lane if they did not opt to change lanes completely.” And on page 
74 in the Conclusions and Discussion reiterate, “This appeared to lead to a smoother 
flowing traffic stream as motorists felt comfortable in passing bicyclists within the lane.”

�

It is apparent that the “No movement” row in Table 17 must be comprised of motorists 
who were “Following” in Table 16 plus motorists who Passed Within Lane. 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I have created Critique Table 1 below which shows that 85 motorists BEFORE, and 97 
AFTER, Passed Within Lane. I calculated this by subtracting “Following” motorists in 
Table 16 from “No movement” motorists in Table 17.

Critique Table 1. Motorist Passing Technique. 

@ Not a statistically significant difference from BEFORE to AFTER. 

Critique Table 1 also shows that AFTER installation of SLMs, a statistically significant 
smaller percentage of motorists Changed Lanes or did a Partial Lane Change to pass, 
and a greater percentage Passed Within Lane. Such passing differences are not a 
benefit to bicyclists; they are a detriment.

Almost 1 out of 4 (23.1%) motorists Passed Within Lane AFTER installation of the 
SLMs. But the investigators didn’t have a category for that type of passing. This is an 
astounding omission whether a mistake or purposeful. Instead, they combined motorists 
that passed within the lane with motorists that did not pass and called it all “No 
movement.” 

It is also noteworthy that the investigators do not state the obvious that changing lanes 
is optimum motorist behavior, and that an assertive bicyclist position that influences 
changing lanes is desirable. 

Table 17 (page 11 above) and Table 21 (page 43 in the report) show that a smaller 
percentage of motorists changed lanes to pass AFTER installation of the SLMs. But in 
the Summary on page 57 the investigators contradictorily wrote:

“Again, this measure excludes motor vehicles that changed lanes completely, 
which increased somewhat in the after period.” 

Passing Technique BEFORE AFTER

Changed Lanes
Table 17

93 (17.9%) 70 (16.7%)

Partial Lane Change
Table 17

300 (57.8%) 217 (51.7%)

Passed Within Lane
“No Movement” minus “Following”
      Table 17                   Table 16

85 (16.4%) 97 (23.1%)

Following  (i.e. Did Not Pass)
Table 16 

41 (7.9%) 36 (8.6%)  @

Total 519 (100%) 420 (100%)
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Criticism 6
Almost all of the results shown in Tables 16 to 31 of installing the SLMs are not 
improvements for bicyclists; they are worsenings for bicycle users. But the investigators 
try to frame the results as benefiting bicyclists in their Summary on page 57.

Discussion
On page 1 the investigators wrote: 

“The purpose of the markings is to create improved conditions for bicyclists...” 

Below, I briefly describe the results shown in the investigators’ Tables 16 to 31.

Tables 16 and 17; pages 37 and 38. 
I combined these Tables in Critique Table 1 on page 13 to show that AFTER 
installation of SLMs, a lower percentage of motorists Changed Lanes or did a Partial 
Lane Change to pass, and a higher percentage Passed Within Lane. Such passing 
changes are not improved conditions for bicyclists; they reflect worse conditions.

It is self evident that it is best for bicyclists if motorists Changed Lanes to pass. A 
Partial Lane Change is better for bicyclists than if a motorist Passed Within Lane.

Table 18; page 39. 
The investigators claim 94 percent of motorists did Safe Overtaking BEFORE and 96 
percent AFTER installing SLMs. Safe Overtaking was defined subjectively as “(no 
sudden slowing or abrupt changes in trajectory).” This seems like a small apparent 
improved condition for following and adjacent motorists, though the words Safe 
Overtaking are deceptively meant to imply safety for bicyclists. They should have 
accurately named the variable Sudden Slowing/Abrupt Changes in Trajectory. 

But result is suspect because the investigators made a subjective rather than 
objective assessment of whether a motorist had “(no sudden slowing or abrupt changes 
in trajectory).” They even have an “Unsure” category, confirming their subjectivity. 

With a subjective assessment there is the strong likelihood of bias, and variability 
between coders. There is little validity or reliability; the results cannot be duplicated 
or verified. Since video was used, the investigators should have been able to define 
“sudden” and “abrupt” objectively in terms of distance and time. 

Further, other results found in following Tables show motorists also passed bicyclists 
with less slowing or slight change of direction AFTER SLMs. Thus, the investigators 
claim less “sudden slowing or abrupt changes in trajectory” as well as less normal 
slowing and slight direction change AFTER SLMs. These results reflect less safety 
margin for bicyclists as it means motorists passed faster and with less moving over.  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Table 19, page 42. 
The investigators combined all motorist “avoidance maneuvers” together and report 
that a smaller percentage of “avoidance maneuvers” occurred AFTER placement of 
SLMs. This is not an improved condition for bicyclists.

The investigators listed “avoidance maneuvers” on pages 10 and 11. 

“Avoidance maneuvers by motorists were coded as follows: 
· The motorist made no change.  
· The motorist slowed down.  
· The motorist made a slight direction change (typically a slight lateral movement). 
· The motorist changed lanes. 
· The motorist used the brakes. 
· The motorist made a major direction change (typically a rapid shift to avoid a bicycle, 

another motor vehicle, object, pavement discontinuity, etc.). 
· The motorist made a full stop. 
· Unsure whether the motorist made an avoidance maneuver.” 

It is inexplicable to combine all these “avoidance maneuvers” together since some 
are desirable, such as “The motorist changed lanes” and “The motorist slowed 
down,” while “The motorist made a full stop” may be undesirable.

Table 20; page 42. 
A smaller percentage of motorists yielded, defined as “changed direction or speed to 
give way” AFTER placement of SLMs. This is not an improvement for bicyclists.

Table 21; page 43. 
The investigators examined “motorists responses.” They found that a smaller 
percentage of motorists changed lanes, did a slight change of direction, braked, or 
slowed when passing bicyclists AFTER placement of SLMs. This is not an improved 
condition for bicyclists. 

The investigators called these “avoidance maneuvers” elsewhere in the report. 
Tables 18 to 21 are variations of the same mostly subjective assessments; there is 
considerable duplicative effort.

Table 22; page 44. 
Bicyclists rode closer to the curb AFTER placement of SLMs. This is not an 
improved condition for bicyclists. 

This measure is distance of bicycle to the curb with no motor vehicles present, but 
why wasn’t bicycle to curb while being passed by a motor vehicle also measured? 
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Table 23; page 44. 
Motorists passed bicyclists closer AFTER installation of SLMs. This is an not 
improved condition for bicyclists.

Table 24; page 47. 
Motorists tracked further from the curb when no bicyclists were present AFTER 
placement of SLMs. This is either irrelevant, or not an improved condition for 
bicyclists. 

Motorists tracking further from the curb in the absence of bicyclists is irrelevant in 
much the same way that car-bicycle collisions are irrelevant when no bicyclists are 
present. But the investigators inexplicably frame this finding as positive, and that 
creating space when bicyclists are not present is useful. They seemingly forget that 
Table 23 shows that motorists passed closer when bicyclists actually were present 
AFTER the SLMs were installed.

Motorists tracking closer to the curb is more likely to propel debris into the gutter pan 
and out of the travel lane. Tracking further away from the curb AFTER placement of 
SLMs is therefore a negative outcome.

Tables 25, 26, 27; pages 49 and 50. 
There was less sidewalk bicycling AFTER placement of SLMs. This is a positive 
outcome. 

However, this is a potential benefit only to those bicyclists who moved from the 
sidewalk to the street. It is not an improved condition for the majority of bicyclists 
who were already operating in the roadway. 

Tables 28 and 29; pages 51 and 52. 
Wrong way riding was the same BEFORE and AFTER.

Tables 30 and 31; pages 53 and 54. 
Motorist speed was the same BEFORE and AFTER, about 6 mph in excess of the 
posted 35 MPH speed limit.
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In the Summary on page 57 the investigators awkwardly strive to put a positive spin on 
their findings, writing [my comments in red]:

“Thus, results suggest that the sharrows provided some possible enhancement to the safety of 
bicyclists in several ways. Sharrow installation increased the percentage of bicyclists who rode 
on the roadway [Rather than on the sidewalk.], which would place the bicyclists in a more 
expected position with respect to motor vehicles entering and exiting the corridor. The sharrows 
also enhanced recognition of riding space for bicyclists. Motorists drove 7 inches farther from 
the curb overall after the sharrows, and there was a decrease in the proportion of motorists 
driving within 50 inches of the curb in both directions (3 percent change downhill and 12 percent 
change uphill). [Driving further from the curb when bicyclists are not present is irrelevant, 
and not a benefit to bicyclists.] However, due to shifts in the observed percentage of motorists 
shifting laterally (excluding those changing lanes entirely), motorists passed bicyclists 3 inches 
closer on average in the after period and 7 inches closer in the downhill direction [Passing 
closer is worse for bicyclists.]. Again, this measure excludes motor vehicles that changed lanes 
completely, which increased somewhat in the after period. [Tables 17 and 21 show a 
DECREASED percentage of motorists changed lanes AFTER installation of SLMs.] 
These results may indicate a smoother operating traffic stream, particularly from a motor vehicle 
perspective [In other words, motorists were less likely to change lanes and were more 
likely to pass bicyclists within the lane without slowing, braking, or yielding.], with more 
motorists feeling comfortable passing bicyclists within the outside lane if they did not opt to 
change lanes completely. [Yes, more motorists passed within the lane, but the 
investigators do not report this in Table 17.] However, the comfort level of bicyclists being 
passed may have decreased as a result of this. Data are not available on bicyclists’ perceptions of 
the passing distance used by motorists to verify this conjecture. As noted, only about 5 percent of 
motorists passed within 50 inches of bicyclists downhill, where bicyclists were about 10 inches 
further from the curb on average when compared to the uphill direction. No motorists were 
observed passing within 50 inches in the uphill direction. [This is confusing wording to 
describe that motorists passed closer AFTER installation of SLMs.]  

Operations and safety appear to have improved in the downhill direction. [Bicyclists rode 
closer to the curb and motorists passed closer AFTER placement of SLMs, so it is 
unclear how bicyclists benefited downhill.] The impact for bicyclists commuting uphill along 
this corridor is less clear, because they tended to travel closer to the curb. The result of this 
would be less operating space when interacting with motor vehicles. On the other hand, motorists 
traveling uphill tended to travel further from the curb after sharrow placement, which would 
increase operating space for bicyclists. [Increased operating space for bicyclists when no 
bicyclists are present is nonsensical. Again, motorists passed bicyclists closer AFTER 
SLM placement.]” 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Biases in Evaluation of Shared Lane Markings

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_cognitive_biases

Experimenter's or Expectation bias
The tendency for experimenters to believe, certify, and publish data that agree with their 
expectations for the outcome of an experiment, and to disbelieve, discard, or 
downgrade the corresponding weightings for data that appear to conflict with those 
expectations.

Example: The investigators assume “sharing” means side-by-side use and make up 
their own use for the SLM, disregarding the MUTCD. This bias informs the report. 

Anchoring
Giving excessive weight to an unimportant but salient feature of the problem.

Example: Repeated assertion that motorists tracking further from the curb with no 
bicyclists present provides more operating space for bicyclists.

Ostrich effect
Ignoring an obvious (negative) situation.

Example: Table 17 does not show motorists who Passed Within Lane, and that this 
poor behavior increased AFTER SLM installation.

Semmelweis reflex
The tendency to reject new evidence that contradicts an established paradigm.

Example: A small percent of bicyclists did not share the lane and instead used the 
full lane, causing motorists to change lanes. But this was not noted as model 
behavior for both bicyclists and motorists. 

Not Invented Here
The tendency to ignore that a product or solution already exists, because its source is 
seen as an "enemy" or as "inferior."

Example: The investigators assert the SLM was used to convey “...must share the 
roads...” and manages where bicyclists are “...expected to ride...”  In contrast, the 
R4-11 BICYCLES MAY USE FULL LANE sign, which was not described by the 
investigators, is the “enemy.” 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Critique Conclusions

The investigators wrote on pages 35 and 74 respectively, 

“The sharrow placement served to identify a lane position for bicyclists that 
would...highlight that the lane was meant to be shared with motor vehicles.” 

“...motor vehicles decreased their passing distance to bicycles in the after period. 
This appeared to lead to a smoother flowing traffic stream as motorists felt 
comfortable in passing bicyclists within the lane. It should also reflect less motor 
vehicle-to-motor vehicle interactions as fewer motor vehicles move partway into 
adjacent lanes when overtaking bicyclists in the after period. Conversely, this may 
decrease the comfort level of bicyclists operating on the street.” 

The Shared Lane Marking “experiment” in Chapel Hill, NC achieved its objective of 
compelling more bicycle drivers and motorists into side-by-side same lane sharing, 
perverting the use of the SLM as intended by the MUTCD. The results show bicyclists 
operated closer to the curb and motorists passed closer and faster, with less full and 
partial lane changing, and more within-lane passing AFTER SLM installation. 

These are not benefits to bicycle users. The changes effected by the SLMs reflect 
dubious benefits to motorists at bicyclists’ expense. 

At 13 feet wide the lane is demonstrably physically and by AASHTO and NCDOT 
definitions too narrow for side-by-side use. The SLM placement was not compliant with 
already poor MUTCD minimum guidelines. But these deficiencies were overlooked. 

The investigators seemingly went out of their way via misinterpretation, deception, 
errors of omission, and overt errors to frame the operational changes as beneficial for 
bicyclists. A microcosm of this effort is their repeated declaration that motorists operated 
further from the curb AFTER the SLMs were painted when no bicyclists were present, 
and that this reflects increased operating space and improved conditions for bicyclists 
when they do arrive. In contrast, when bicyclists actually were present, they rode closer 
to the road edge and motorists passed closer with less slowing or yielding AFTER SLM 
placement, but that reality was not described as a detriment to bicyclists.

Evaluation of Shared Lane Markings is not valid and reliable research. It is unethical 
junk science.
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Recommendations

Rather than using poorly placed SLMs as a fake bike lane to dupe bicyclists and 
motorists into side-by-side operation in a lane that is too narrow to share side-by-side, 
Chapel Hill should install the R4-11 bicycle MAY USE FULL LANE sign. 

As described in the MUTCD the R4-11 sign, 

“may be used on roadways where no bicycle lanes or 
adjacent shoulders usable by bicyclists are present and 
where travel lanes are too narrow for bicyclists and motor 
vehicles to operate side by side.” 

and, 

“may be used in addition to or instead of the 
Shared Lane Marking...”  

The R4-11 sign informs the proper use of the Shared Lane 
Marking to 

“B. Assist bicyclists with lateral positioning in lanes that are too 
narrow for a motor vehicle and a bicycle to travel side by side within 
the same traffic lane,” 

If used, the SLM should be placed in the center of the usable lane to convey that 
bicyclists may use the full lane. 

The R4-11 sign should be widely placed. A supplemental plaque saying 
CHANGE LANES TO PASS would provide useful instruction and ongoing unambiguous 
education for proper behavior. 

Multi-lane roads are intended to enable drivers to change lanes to pass slower or 
stopped vehicles, including front loaders and leaf tractors, stopped transit buses, and 
those at traffic signals. Drivers may have to come to a complete stop for crossing 
pedestrians. Sometimes momentarily slowing to bicyclist speed or changing lanes in 
response to a bicyclist is simply another vagary of the social interaction of traffic.
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The following warning sign with supplemental plaque would be appropriate along the 
main roads in Chapel Hill. 

Pairing the W11-1 bicycle icon warning sign with CHANGE LANES TO PASS sends a 
better message than the often misinterpreted and ambiguous W16-1P 
SHARE THE ROAD plaque.
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